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.
This, took is designed to interest stildents and make the study of

the art -of haircutting more enjoyable. We have used simple langnage, a
light 'touch, and niimerous illustratiOns to clarify the content. It :may be
used at .any point in the Beatity CultuVe course..

The techniqUes illustrated are /those` that the author has found
most effective through year's of teaching the subject. Experience. with
preliminary, copies of this manual have indicated an enthusiastic response
by the students.

The two basic, haircuts page, and short summer cut are

described and illustrated in detail. 4'When die student has mastered
,these; she/he is well 6n the way to being a successful haircutter.
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To the Student

Haircutting is the most important skill you can maker as a

hairdresser; it takes skillful hands, a good eye, practice, and
ateention. :

Hair shaping is the foundation for all hairstyling. This book has
. been designed to give you a better understanding of professional
hairshaping techniques with the help of illustrations and suggested

-

aCtivities.

A haircut means more than just taking off length. In factrhair can
be shaped-without changing the length" at all.

Know hairshaping thoroughly; it is very important! A good
haircutter will gradually acquire loyal patrons who appreciate a fgood
haircut. His or her value as an emploYee" will *also increase. Piid more valiie
to the shop mens a bigger paycheck.



vcr

..
Modern Trends'in Haircutting

The look of today is natural. Hair is-soft-flowing, touchable, and
bouncy; with a healthy sheen. Today's length may be super-short or

-shoulder length. Whatever the style or length, t'he cut makes the difference
in the look. Soft curls and waves are also very popular, with the aid of a
mild; body perzniffeiftWWC-13tovv-drying and iron-curling help give, a
natural look. Very little setting is-necessary, and definitely no highly.'
teased and heavily lacquered coiffures.

Low pH (potential hydrogen) shampoos and organic conditioners
-are verypopular to keep the natural. look.
haircutting tool or today iS the small, regular scissors.

Thinning and tapering ,. of the hair in ,the past
make a cushion for successful back-combing (teasing).
requires very httle or no teasing. Therefore hair is only
when it is necessary to decrease excess bulk.

The moSt_ popular

have been used to
The natural look:

thinned or tapered

g.



Hi, I'm Junior Curly.
A cfoss-sectional view under a misc,roscope

wduld ihow me to be almehst flat. ean you believei

that?

Hello, I'm Mrs. Straight.
A cross.sectional view under a

microscope would show me to be'round.

We Will sbe your guid s throughout this book.
-So come along with us and join in the fun! .

-

Hi, my name is Doctor Trichology.
I study the hair and its care:

Hello there, I'm Mr. Wavy.
A cross-sectional view under a
microscope would show me to be
oval

° Hello, I'm Ms. Trichdptilosis.
Due to strong-detergent shampooing, sun, wind, blow-

drying, iron-curling, harsh permanent waving, arid hair
s

straighteners, my ends :are split, dry and. briqle.
I'm a Mess!



Ms. TrichOptilosis and Her Split Eil,ds

thole at poor Ms. Trichoptilos sis. She is so,sad because her
hair is .split and dry. I'm going tO make .,sorne ,professional
suggestions that will help /Jen

Hey -there, Ms. Trichoptilosis! I reCommend that ydu get
the' ends Of your hair trimMed immediately. I know you
don'ti want your hair cut. short, but just get to 1 inch
trimmed off ,For temporary relief keep. the .ench trimmed.
ever); 4 .to 6 Weeks. Overcombing and over brushing: can
split .the cuticle layer of your hair, ,so comb and brush just
enough for grooming pUrposes. Cover your hair when you
sunbathe; use a low-pH shampoo and a good conditioner.
Cet your permanent .waves at a professional beauty salon;

- that goes for hair ccrloring tOo.

v

Oh, thank you forYour professional advice Dr,,Trichology.
I" will folloW every bit of it.

2





Hairshaping Implements anci Techniques
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Implements Used in Hair Shaping

,
MOVING BLADE

4th FINGER

L TTLE FINGER

STILL BLADE
HAIRCUTTING SCISSORS

THUMB.:

%ow

SINGLE-EDGE THINNINGSHEA

DOUBU-tDGE THINNING SHEAR

CLIPPING EDGE

SAFETYGUARD SINGLE-EDGE RAZOR'

REMOVABLE
GUARD

BLADE .



qaircutting Implements-and Their Uses

sharg-edged bla es used for cutting hair (only hair). Come
t, Regular haircut ing scissors An .implement pf two .

1.

in rriany different.sizes. Regular"haircutting scissors may be
usea for blunt-cUtting, slithering and taperkg the hair.' ..,

Single-edged thinning shears An ithr4ernent with one
.,notched blade, used to thin and remove ekcess bulk of hair.

Single-edged. Vars reifioNids'4 more hair than thgioubfe-.
dged e ars-

°- Double-edged thinning sheaxs ---- An implement with two
-notched blades, used to thin and remove excess gulk of
hair. Double-edged shears iètnoves less hair than single-
edged silears.

Singre-edged razor An impktnent Lised to cut and/or
tapef the hair. V st akays be Used with a safety guarcL

Eleciric..cliPpers 'An implement _used to clean,,the hairs
off the neckline. Electric clippers will not make hair grow
in thicker or darker.

g2



Safety And Sanitation-,

A

<
1. Drape patron xpr4perlyto protect clothmg; do not forg nect k strip nee. for .

sanitary reaso s.
-

2. aamihe.sealp and hgr. .

.. - :l
"'-

Wash hands beftiand after-eacjit patron.

'4: Use only sanitirY combs, brushes, scissors, razors, and thinning shears.
,-. . .

I ,your instructor immediately and apply ali
. .,

- ,

). bleeding; it is unsanitary. i ptic powder or

if skin is acc:id

6'. Never us-
powder,

antiseptic.

1. Never hold sllarp implements in wet hands.

.8. Always undercutLnever

9.; 15-6 notpermit hair to remain on floor. Sweep it u
....0'-closed container.

1404lways lean implements with 76% alcohol.
,

11.*Always ask pdtron to rernOve jewelry and place in safe p*laee, to avoid loss of
patron"s,property.

immedidtery

12 '. implements. dropped on floor Must be sanitiZed before you.use theM again:
,

(13. NeGi eat, drink, or smoke while working on a patron.

,14 bo not permit ,points of scissors toleorne close to patron's sudp, face, ears, or eyes.

.-15. Never run electric clippers oon wet skill or O;ver Warts'Or moles.

216. Take eidie.ine precautions when working on children; they.: tend to ;move very
, suddenly.

) ther Precautions

-Never criticize a haircut done .by sorneone ,else. 1,ts unprofessional,....Nex..t, time that.
S.-dine-one elSe rnay-.be. you!,

2. Neertiii.n...the ends .of the hr.dr.; the result Wbuldbe no body'or shape to the haircut.
. . - .

AlWayS sectien very carefull}i, in aking efuanzpartings.

4. Avoid dropping your sharp iMplements; they 'may never be the same again!

6
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,

Importatit Activity for Future Hairdressers!

Guess the number of inches`'of hair on other

Now get a ruler and measure.

How accurately can yotir eye ieasure?

Do this very often untl yoUbeorne expert at,,it.
,

r,

'
4

4

;
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-.Handling of the Scissors and Thinning Shears

Hold implement in right.l.and."

2. Place fourth finger up to the first joipt.in the finger grip of the still blade.

3.- Place thumb up.to the fir%t joint in thC finger 'grip of th'e action blue.

4. Rest little finger on that finger 'brace.

.
,

Always use saft!..ty position wne4-1, not 'cutting oce firct page

44

9°.
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implernent in.regular. position,

4

.
Clos.t*blades tightly.

Rest iMplement in pelrn of harfd.

4. Thumb and index finger are now free to comb the hair.

5. Practice c9mbirig the hair using tile. safety position.

S

Do not ,st ) to lay down implem 'ts,wl.wn working!

(.1) Laying doivn ithplements is a waste of valuable time (2)4,The risk of
dro ing implements is' greater. (3) It is unprofessional.

Vhal 1vill happen if implements are drypped?

4.1M-

Once.a'preeision-crafted irnp!ement .)ed,,it m ) bc. T.mocke
off batancc aI t1 -2 unpleu rt ne. )erf;mn it.

.

i 6



Haircutting Position

Thumb and fourth finger in hoks of scissors.

imenralle
P,

61141/4it

11110 I

7
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1'

/Cutting .Pos von /

Holding implement in safety pos tion,

(a) Comb and recornb the hair from the s alp/out,to ends to insure smooth,
tangle-free hair. /

,(b) Hold the hair very 'fly lysj-.)etweroi 'ndex and middle fingers.

u must have complete con rol when h ding the hair betWeen middle and'index
gers.

(cr Keep hair smoo, h an rnak/sure it is not bunched together.
/

2. From afety positidn;
/

(a) Place comb in left hand between thumb and index finger.

(b) Place thumb iin thumb f irriplement.

(c) Begin to cut'.

7g, -
Do not cut too close to your fingers. you might cut you-rself. .-

1

;_

(d) Practice going from iafety positiorf to cutting po:ition and back again several

(11

I recomMend that you practice on ani old wig first, rather ;than on a`persoh.



Use of Scissors

Discuss desired style; drape properly.

Scissor-cutting tnay he done on either wet or dry hair.

A thorOugh ilarnpoo will remove dirt,, oil, and previous settings, thus
giving.-vou -tesh clean-start.

Know exactly What the finished style should lo./ok like be ore 'you t-J!in!

S, :tion for the tYpe of cut with clean even artino.

There are :ifferent sectionings for,differeilt c

Jsc correct.handling.and.safety position of ciss.-As 1:i: :Ill ti1;1.eS,

t invert your own method.

6. AI rays keep -hai: smooth and tangle-f-

7. As -(:)Li cut, keep combing the hair int desired pyle.

This will he@ you- to :2e how the hair is fali.:;ig into

Cni

1 2



Kaulating kanuicrusg wiui acissors

Slithering (effilating) is thinnin,g fiair with regular haircutting scissors, bysliding the
scissors up and down the hair strand.

tomb hair smoothly.

.Hold aseRtion of hair VertiCally.

. Hold hair between index finger and middle finger.

Rlace scissor bladeS over and under the section of hair.

Use a sliding movement up and down the hair section.

7. Close scissors very slightly on each upward move toward scalp.

Open scissors on each movem ro,'
-so

d

20

13



'40

Notic?.'tkat :clzsor blaL.
are sht6 flOsed On :..7ard-

tnov nent toward the

Notice the scissor blades are
oilen on the sliding-back
molvment.

4



arungling witnt uctssors

Shingling giveS very close fitted effect at the nape area, with the hair getting
' gradually lorigerAoward crown. .

. . i
2: Cut nape area-first.

3: Ff ," troll natural growtl: le al-ea.

4. c nape, workin 3ide, then 1 c..,
1
side.

5. HOld comb ie. han'd, with. 1 ,e teeth facing upv 1rd.

6. Comb hair upward and outward and re,move the bu

15



Use of Thinning Slwars

BEFORE THINNING

This patron.has very
thick,.bulky hair: Its weight

even pull the set out.
Some patrons have even
complained of headaches clue
to too.heavy, thick, bulky.
hair! Work your fingers
through ,the kdir to find

where excess tulk.is located.

Remember, do not
thin M the outer
perimetdr

AFTER THINNING

As a reszdt
the lmir is not
as heavy. This
maGs it easier

to style and cuts clown on
drying time.

16
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SINGLE,EDGED
SHEARS

I wonder.what the
difference is between these
two thinning shears?

1. Refer to page. 8 for handling of shears.

Thinhing?removes excess bulk or thickness Of the hair.

3. Do not thin outer perimeter:

4. Do not thin the ends of the hair.

5. Thin fine-textured hair approximately 1 inch from scalp.

6. thin medium-textured hair approximately 11/2 inches from scalp.

7. Thin coarse-textured hair approximately 2 inches from scalp.

CAUTION: Never thin coarse hair close to the scalp, beeause the thinned hair
will stick out through the outer layers of hair.

17
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8. It is recommended.that
vertical sections be taken
for thinning.

Take vertical sections, hut'
always cut on an angle 'to
the strand of hair.

'

,Between each onwt leave a .l-to
inch spare.,

2 5-

18



Ciathig hair :O;the.extreme back of shears. will
.resnit in a .st:and's being completely cut off.



3.

Handling the Razor

Place your thumb in the grooved part of -the, shank.

Place fingers over the razor handle.
j

The guard faces you the WO is alMost hidden.

Gettivg ready
to cut,

After you bdcome skilled,
you may develop your
oiShemeng position.



Razor-cutting Precautioni

.Always Remember ..

Never;work with a dull tool.

2. Hair must be 'thoroughly wet when razor-cutting.to
the.hair without pulling and Ciusing discomfort to t
the 'Mad%

3. Razor blades ye extremely sharp; be very careful.

4. Use both sides of the razor blade before discarding.

rt.

ermit the razor to slide through .
e patron. Dry hair also will dull

f.
Note: When blade becomes dull, first iemove guard and then remove brade (see next.
item); turn blade arouild; replace guard; facing you.

5. When both sides of razor blade have become dulh
(a) Pull off guard.
(b) Use the guard to push out the blade, very slowly and carefully.

2 8

21
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(c) Insert just the end of a new blade, ty hand.
(d) Pressing guard against notch, push the new blade in. Make sure to- push it all the

way in.

(e) Slide guard over blade. Make sure the notched edge of the guard faces you.

(1) Now you are ready to-begin.

22

2 9
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Cutting With the Razor

Prepare pation

1. Welcome patron; introduce yourself: seat patrorL

2. Apply neck strip (for sanitation) t cape (to protect patron's cicching

'3. Examine hair teXtute, facial feature:. etc.

4. Disc .ss.dPsiral le witi Atron.

5. Brus, -)rn tang,- s.

6. Shampoo hs. lughly rinse thcs y: necessary.

7. Esta.Lish exac _...naount of hair to,be jvj.
8. Section for desired cut.

-,utting with razor

1. Make sure razor guara is always fa,

2. COIT1D hair --noothly from scalp to ends.

3. Hold the hair very tightlibetween the index and middle fin-Ters.

'4. PfaCe razor flat on hair strand about V2 to 1/4 inches Above fingers.

, 5. Medium amount of pressure shoufd be Applied to the back of the razor.

6. Start c;ittipg "using short quick strokes) toward the index and middle fmers
(that are Io1ding the hair).

_The procedure iised for a' razor-cut may be similar ,to _the proce dure used for
a scissor-cut.

I recommend that you first understand scissor-cutting before attempting
razor-cutting.

\.0



Thinnin With the Razor

is advisable to practice thinr. on an old wig-first.

.ork yoUr fingers throughout t. head of hair to fir ile location excess

com:3ing arefeeling the hair as you cut.

iin'fine-texturedhair approxi-nately 1 inch from scal7

Medium-textured' hair api.- 11/2- inches fri Iv scalp.

7 lin coarse-textured hair apprc.;:rnateiy 2 inches from :alP.

:NG: If you thin coarse hair too close to the scalp, the thinneci wilt
stick out through the outer layers of hair

:o

Use short, cfuick, scraping movements.

Use very light pressure and just skim the top layer.

Ilyou are beavy-handed you will take out too much ha

_ssure (__:-:t) is always on the back edge of therazor.

31
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10: Hold the razor flat against the hair.

11. It is recommended that you use vertical section:-

12. Never thin the ends of the hair strands.

CAUTION: Over-thinning the hair ends will result :ss style.

3 2

25



1 3. Never n in t t the Outer Per:Mete-

'14. ,Below . -.own method of thirriinr z the razor.

s-,,oe you k.plo :azor flat on the ha



fl .1157.1115--. 'KW

2. Procedure fo: method:
t..

,.(a) ?ick.ur 7erticu sections.

.(b) lace Pia:. 3n hair Inds.in a c..,igonal angle.

(c) jsing
inovern

it pressurf on baci: of razor, skim top layer with zig-zag
_

(d) angleVith the razor to -ary the lengths.

Rer e
e'!".

hair.. 7-:

WO

-VC-7 -apering of the hair has often oeen
:1ST 7-1 for successful back-combing (teasing).

The 1:.ztural rec. r es very little or no teasing. For the
'law look, oni: th- 9r taper hair when it is necessar
:o de.:---2ase excess in;

I

3 4



Shingling With the Razor

12,Y

Do n;_ for nari so the. .2-iade faces you! )
---``'

_
gives a-ve-t-Y-z_.:se fft.tc oi:: at fhe-nap-e-a..--e-a.

Take o: 7.-uard and t it aroun-._ 30 the blade faces you.

Jse tht :-.:zor like a CC:7_3, using pre

ork. -e level.

_ hair on .c rig .t, he t: the left.



Neckline Trimming with the Scissors

1. Purchase precision-crafted stissors; never work with dull scissors.

2. W6rk at eye level.

3. tut a few hairs at a time.

4. Cu:- th.:. hairline (never aL: 1, :he hairline,.

5. Trimmzug the neckline with 1ic cissors is ofter preferred because it gives a ruorc,
natural

6. Apply powder with a cotto Aget to stop itc-:-ting and remove loose hairs from
neck.

7. Clean sciss12.7 with 70% akohc_.

6 d

29



lintfiffirtiOth tflY
1. Purchase piecision-crafted razors; never work with a dull razor.

2. Wet the hair to soften and avoid pulling.

3. Hold the razor flat against the skin.

4. Use short downward strokes to remove the hair.

5. Do not cut/above the hairline.

6. Work at eye level.

7. To remove hair and stop itching, apply powder with cotton pledgets. Do not use a
neck brush (unsanitary).

8. Razor neckline trimming gives a very close, smooth effect.

9. Clean raior with 70% alcohol.

Cutting hair at the neckline
with razor or electric clippers
will not make it grow back
in darker or thicker.

37



mr. Trimmmg-witnErectric Clippeis .

1. Purchase precision-crafted electric clippers; never work with dull clippers.

Before trimming neckline, the hair and skin should be thoroUghly.dry. Apply powder
if necessary.

Always use Clean clippers.

put at eye level.

Hold clippers at Oight angle and make upward movements.

To safeguard against so- meone's tripping over electric cord, do not plug clippers in
until ready for use.

7. Apply powder with cotton pledget to remove hairs and stop itching.

8. Clean with special clipper spray and clipper oil.

9. Never run eleCtric clippers on wet skin, or over warts or moles.

tea

31

,Cutting hair at the neckline
with- razór or" eleOtric clippers
will not thake it .grow back
in darker or thicker.

;



Haft Shaping

39

32
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Outer Perimeter

The outer p er-..meter is the hair that grows from a band of about one inch all around the
scalp.

Do_not thin_the_outerperimeter.--
Excess bulk is pot-usually found
there anyway.

4
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The inner Perimeter is a line all arotind the head about 1 inch in from the hairline.

Thin the hair within thern
inner peritheter if it is excessively liulky
or thick. Keep .1 to 2 inches away. from the

34
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Soihetimes you will
find the hair will grow
upward toward the
center nape.

.You may PO the
hairgrowth is down,
ward and-outwar&

You may even
find where one side
grows upward and
the other side 40101-
ward!

Here are a few other nape growth line patterns you may encounter.

Down at the sides
and up in the
center.

Therefore, you inust cut. the'neckline according to its growth
patterns: "If you curagainst the necklirze, you'll go out of
your mind."

35
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Activities

'Observe the neckline growth-pattern of ail students in the class.

Are they all the same?

How do they differ?

What style would you recommend to your classmates that would fit their neckline growth
pattern?

Mtp

4 3
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Be ore you begin, to cut, look

711

..4011;

.

Oi 4 cowlick; whorl, 'or natural parting.

This is a stream of natural parting.
Hair follicles are arranged in opposite
directions, causing a natural parting.
Style with the natural part. Do not

try to change it.

This is a owlick. The area wilere
a cowlick is most often found is
at the front hairline. Pe ver4
carehl when you cut in this area
hold the hair as it wants 4) go;

don't pull it taut.

sc4

17

ThiSis a whorl.
Hair takes a swirling

direction, usually in the
crown area.: If you cut
this area too short, the
hair will stand straight
up. "If you cut too
short a whorl, you won't
get it to curl."

4 4
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What Is blevatione\
c4.

Th: .erm "elevation" refers to how high or low yOu 'hold al strand of hair for
cutting, in 7c,ation to where it grows on the scalp.

Examples of low

elevation

38
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tAnting at rugn tievatton

When cutting at a high elevation, the cut is almost always made parallel to the
section from which the hair is lifted.

d

Here you see high elevation.
The hair is combed straight

p and out from scalp and cut
straight across. When the hair
is checked after a cit, it will,
have an ev&n, blunt edge when
combed out perpendiCular to

the scalp.

39
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When cutting at a low elevatic the cui also usually mad: :)arallel to the section
which the hair comes.

Here you see low elevation. The hair is
combed at a downward angle.
Result: Short to long taper:

1 ef,

This isthe,oc'ciPital bone,
also knO'Wn ,as the knowlecle



Cutting the Guideline

Here we show the 'tang of
a"guideline for the _ asic layered

.harcnt. The hair'i. laid almost
114,against the- face. _Ind neck.

4.1



runowmg-rne.vvuwenne rmeruy

These pictures show how w, use the guidelines to produce an even length of hair
over the entire head.

After guideqne has been cut,
hold strand,and guide together
and Cut.

42
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A

These pic7ures show how we v .2.uld cut .strands m zhorterto,lbriger length's to
pv r duce. a tapirec-i hz:rcut that is lonci a: the outer pert .tcr .And s.horter at.the top,

,00\
4tp-A-)

Please take thdt
with angle cutting you alv,
cut th er

4 3
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Before you begin to cut, use your senses

qs SIGHT 20%

Stop and lo.9k. Observe your patron's facial contour, height, weight, head shape. Observe
actions and Clothing: these can give you a clue to patrok's personality.

youcH = 35%

Stop and feel the hair texture: it course; fine, very' fine, or medium? -Feel for
condition: is it dry? Are the ends split?

HEARING 35%

Stop and listen to your patron. Ask questions about patron's hair; find out about
patron's likes and dislikes, occupation, and lifestyle.

SMELL 7 10%

Stop and smell. Hair should be free from odor. Hair should be shampooed as often as
necessary to keep it odorless.

Activity

Feel the air texture o all students in tire--c-ls.

Wc,qe they all the same?

How do they differ?

5 1
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woras or ureat Importance

DISCUSS Discuss haircut with patron in detail. Row exactly what style,
length, and taper your patron wants befor starting haircut.

RECOMMEND Yonr professional recommendations will be appreciated if they take her
headshape, facial contour, hair, texture, personality, and ,occupation
into considerdtion.

4PLAN "Plan very carefully exactly what you are going to do bt.hur ) ,itt ti

pick up your cuttsing implements.

CONCENTRATE Once you begin, concentration on what you are doing is a inust!

CONFIDENCE Practice makes perfect. Use all your implements every chance you
get, and your confidence will grow.

OBSERVE Observe texture and growth of hair, especially ai crown and neckline.

52
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Preparing Pation For Haircut

The Shampoo

The first step toward a successful haircut is a thorough cleansing of the hair and scalp.

Did.j,ou kn-oiv tiiat shampoo is made from oils and alkalies?

In areas having hard water it is difficult io get the shampoo to lather and it.is extremely
difficult to rinse soap curds from the hair; thus a soap residue is left on the hair.

What kind of wdter do
you have in your area,
hard or soft?

A soap residue will cause the hair to
become dull and flyaway, hard to
manage.

An acid rinse helps to remove soap residue on the hair and is also used to counteract
alkalinity after the use of strong cherniCals.

How o ten should hair be shampooed?

As often as necessary. Oily hair more o ten.
Dry hair less often.

46
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snort or pong rage

A "page' aircut is short for the kind of cut worn by a.pageboy, a youth in' the
sexvice of a. knig in the Middle (es in Europe).

This cut is all 'one length, with little graduation around the faCe. It May bp a
short or long page. The lust cut 'youfake will be the determining factor. If you want to
cut a long page, leave the hair at the nape approximately 4 to 8 inches Fong; for a short
page, approximately 2 to 4 inches long.

For this type of cut it is recommended that you use scissors. Hair should be
thoroughly cleansed and conditioned before you'begin to cut. To enhance the finished

use a blow dryer and curling iron.



Long or Short Page

. .

Part from
center-front
to center-nam._

e."

'6.----
Nr/A10 (4141

Part from ear
_to ear.

Make sure that all parts are
straight and equal amounts of
hair are in.each. section.

Part tom ear
to ear.

.'
48

Part from ceTfff
nape to tenter-fro



Cut #1 Cut #2

Firtt section is the most.
important section.
From center part make
a small parton a slight angle
up toward the ear.
Comb the hair smootlfand
flat to the head; hold with
left hand.
Cut from center nape -toward
ear.

Parr on slight
angle up toward
ear.
Comb -smooth .

,Bolding both
strands, cut second

. one even with first
cut.

Part on slight angle up toward ear.
Comb very smoothly down over

Molding all three 5trands, cut
#3 even with cuts #1tand #2.

Cut on slight angle up ward. .

4_9
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Follow same
procedure.

Make sure each section
is combed very smooth
and cut even.

Cuts
#7
and
#8

On fine textured
hair, make larger
sections.

reft tiack
is finished

57
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As Ix:: said
area 'or as long as 1
reseof the cut and
the hair out on an ;

These ityles
may be desired if ,t
fl-lowing pictures
page cut but with d



Lodifications of Short Or Long Page

the short or long page can be as short as 2 inches at the nape
hes. The first giiideline cut Will be the determining factor for the
. If you want more graduation aroUnd the face, you must hold
an'd cut from short to long to graduate it as you want. "-

be set with electric curlers pr blown dry. A permanent wave
irori TKOs more body or if the patron likes the curly look. The
rles'att done with the same basic technique of the short or long
at mod4cations. '

f:. . ,

4

"I

SHORT PAGE CUT

54
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Short Summer Cut

-414...Qrt, layered cut is great for summer swimming, comfort, and ease of care. this type
of haircut could be recommended for fine, limp, or oily hair. Shampoo, towel-dry, place
with fingers or comb -7 and that's all the care it takes. Implements used may be either

-regula.r scissors or razor, depending on artist's preference. Hair 'should be thoroughly
cleansed and gindition:ed before you begin the cut.

6 3



Shb.pt Suminer Cut P

Sectioning

Section #3 is everything-
between sections #1. anii
#2.



Short Summer 'Cut Guides'

Establish,Lenith in Outer Perimeter (Section 1)
/

Comb hair ;smooth..
around face and nape.
Establish length

, and cut. .

bvercyt. Cut too
little(off rather than too much.

58



Establish length in
.crown. .

LJto cut sectiop #2, comb
the hair straight up and
out from the head (high
devation) and cut.

CAUTION:

Be careful in the
crown .area.. Do
hot cut too short.



Moving around the head, match
section #3 to sections #1 and
#2. Cut.

Hold each section straight out
from scatp in sections perpendicular

to scalp.



M9re on Cutting Section 3:

Hold hair straight out from
eadz section and cut .to
match 'sections #1 and #2.



Nrodifications of t e Short Summer Cut
,

t The short summer cia..Could be cut as khort as 2 Mches all over the head or ileft
dOong as 41/2 inches, all over the head. The cut could be cUrled by °setting or by a perm
wave. The patron fly also have this cut4lown dry and iron-curled. The fdllowing .
pictures all use the same basic tecl;nique of the short siPmmer cut, 'but at different
lengths. They may be permanent waved, set, or blown dry.

'fr`k^.: "'1/4.1

,

SHORT SUMMER CUT, 31/2 INCHES, SET OR BLOWN DRY.

62
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SHORT SUMMER CUT WITH AWAVE,

ABOUT 3 INCHES,IN LENGTH.
STYLE SET WITH ROLLERS.

,

SHORT SUMMER CUT, CURA..Y AND ABOUT 2

INCHES IN LENGTH.
BLOW:DRY STYLE.

63
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Terminology in Hair Shaping.

Angle-Ctitting Cutting hair on a slant, usually frOrn shorter to.,lOnger,
taper to the hair.

Bac kc ombing

Blunt. Cutting

tO'es.ablish

"Causing the hair to ,become matted atf-the scalp area. Also
teasing, ratting, and French lacing.

Cuttin., a strand of hair straight across, so that tl-t
them. Also-Inown as club cutting. Blunt cutting adcMt
hair.

a

knoNktvs

aper to
k of the

Clipper tutting -- Removal of excess hair, usually at neckline, with electric clippers.

Custom Cutting Cutting to fit the indivi' ual's headshape, facial contour, neckline
growth, hair texture, height, a weight. Other important consideratioris
should always be the patron's: ltpahty and occupation.

, 4
Density The number of hairs per square inch On the scalp.

Elastici(y The ability of hair to stretch and return to its former size. Normal dry .air
has an elasticity of 20% (one-fifth its length); normal wet hair ha( an
elasticity of 40% to 50%.

Effilating Same as slithering.

Guideline Usually the first strand of hair
the entire haircut.

to be cut. This serves as a guide throughout
=

High Elevation-:. Holding the hair straight upward or outward befOre cutting.

A hand tool. Implements used in hair shaping include scissors, razor
(double- or single-edged), thinning shears (double- or single-notched
blades), and electric clippers..

Inner Perimeter .A line around the head about 1 inch back from the hairline.

Layer diming . Cutting the hair in a graduated manner, so that the hairs vary from
short w long or vice versa.

Low Elevation Holding the hair downward before cutting.

Outer Perimeter The hair that grows from a band ONbout 1 inch all aroUnd the scalp,
over forehead, ears, and nape.

Outward Elevation Same as high elevation.

Overcutting . Cutting too much hair off.

7 1
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Perpendicular Standing at right angles to some.surface (making a square corner).

Shingling -Cutting hair extremely short'at neckline area, gradually lengthening rowyd
crown.

Shaping Term used for haircutting; the process of thinning, tapering, andidr'shortening
.the hair.

Slithering, Thinning hair with regular haircutting scissors by sliding it up and down \the
hair strand.

Taperin :Reducing the bulk of hair at the ends, leaving the hair blending together in a
graduated erfect. .

Texture The general quality anitfe.el of hair, especially its degreo
fineness. Coarse hair has a large diameter; fine hair has'

Thinning Removal of excess bulk or thickness in Weigfit by thq use of thinning s
(single- or double-edged), scissors, or razor.

,

) 6, )

63'61. cearr1ess or
d;strialt'4iarneter.

,

ars

rr, Trichoptilosis (tA kiip ti la' sis) A hair condition where the hair ends are
damaged and split.'

t*rimrning cutting very little length off..

Undercutting Not cutting.the hair enough.

C

.12
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Sanitizing Implements

ULTRAVIOLET-RAY
SANITIZER

WET SANITIZER

COTTON PLEPGETS

All implements must be sanitized after each use.

Cdmbs and brushes Remove all hair.

Wash thoroughly with warm 'Water and soiip; rinse.

Immerse implements in a.wet sanitizer for...0 minutes.,

bRY CABINET

SANITIZE R

Remove from wet sanitizer; rinse.

Place in air-tight cabinet santtizer until- readyfor.

,....Scissors and thinni ars

Remove all hair.

Wipe,blades with cotton pledgets moistened in 70 tp 95%. alcohol..

Dry immediately..

Place in air-tight cabinet sanitizer until ready for next Use.

Dry implements
thoroughly
before placing
into .cabinet
sanitizer. ff
left wet they
may rust.

66
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Remo Ye 'guard and blade.

Wipe off all hair.

Wipe blade with cotton piedgets moistened in. 7070..to.95% alcohol.

Dry immediately.,

Place in air-tight.cabinet sanitizer until ready for next.use.
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On the above puzzle, see how many of the following words you can find. They may
run horizontally or vertically, forwai-d or backward. Outline each word with colored pencil
or pen as you find it.

6

Angle
Blunt
Bulk
Comb
Clipper
Customcut
Cut
Density

Elasticity

Implement
Elevation
Guideline
Hair _

Horizontal
Layer
Nape
Razor
Scissors

7 5

Section
Shingling
Perpendicular
Taper
Texture
Thinning
Trichoptilosis
Trim



ILEVIEW QUIZ

must hair bc wet When cutting with a razor?
)

2. Shod ld hair be wct or, dry ,When cutting wi,th scissors-?/.

,3. Why shoul&hair not be thinned at the nape area, around the hairline, oVer the ears,
br at the part?'

4. Should hair ends be thinned? Why or why not?

5. Do you thin coarse hair close io the scalp? Why or why not?

6. What implements may be used to thin hair?

7. What is the proper way to sanitize hair-shapingimpements?

Why is sectioning necessary when' hair cutting?

69



9. Will hair grow in thicker -and/or darker if it is.shaved off with a razor or electric clippers?

10. Which type of thinning shears cuts MORE hair?

11. Is it possible to thin hair without shortening the length? Explain.

12. Will there be short hairs throughout the head when thinning is correctly-completed?
Explain.

13. Is it possible to blunt-cut with a razor? Explain.

14'. Nkhy is it necessary to take careful consideration before cutting at the neckline area? a

15. What implement's may be used to cut hair at the neckline area?

16. When should haiPbe thinned,-before or after a pcnnanent wave?'

17. Vihere is the occipital lione locatedr-

18. How is the knowledge of its location helpful to tile hairdresser?

70
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71,r,r,""Rommr-wrm.:4

19. Explain how to hold the scissors correctly;

20. Explain how to hold the thinning shears correctly,

21..Explain how to hold a razor correctly. ,

22. What is the purpose of a safetY guard on a razor?

23. Why is it important tcnsweep the floor immediately after giving a haircut?

eig

24. Define high elevati')n and tell What it resultsiln.

25. Define low elevation and tell what it resulAn.
etb.

.26.. Define angle cutting ancrtell.what itresults in.
; :0

0
27.4'5tate four--different consideradons that enter int ;'.idesignip a hair style r a patron.

Explain, by means of an example or two, bow each one uld influerice the choice
of style.

71
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